Full Stops and Capital Letters
Remember

•
•
•

Sentences start with a capital letter.
Sentences end with a full stop.
Names start with a capital letter.

Read these sentences. Write each one yourself with a
full stop and capital letters in the right places.
1. mark and carl got wet in the rain

2. the man gets up at six in the morning

3. jill has fair hair but jack has dark hair

4. jim has six big coins

5. i can hear an owl hoot at night

6. nan is sitting in the chair

7. bow down to the king and queen

8. gurdeep had a chat with his dad
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Full Stops and Capital Letters
In the woods
Read the sentences below. Can you spot the full stops and capital
letters

that

are

in

the

wrong

places?

Write

the

sentences

out

yourself with capital letters and full stops in the right places.

1. liv has A dog and. a cat

2. ben The dog. runS to THE Woods

3. he is Looking for rabbits But sees. a fox

4. the fox Sees him. and Rushes off to its den

5. ben dashes after. It But Cannot see it

6. he Feels. Sad and runs Back to HIS kennel

7. tim the Cat has. no food

8. tim Looks. in the bin

9. the. bin Has a Fish in it

10.

tim sits on. the Mat
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Full Stops and Capital Letters
On the Farm
Read the piece of writing below. Think about when a sentence
ends and when a new one begins. Write the sentences out
yourself, adding in any full stops and capital letters.
I will soon visit my nan at her farm nell and her sister may
join me she will let us feed the hens she has goats and cows
as well as hens it is fun on the farm

At the River
Read the piece of writing below. Think about when a sentence
ends and when a new one begins. Write the sentences out
yourself, adding in any full stops and capital letters
that are needed. Can you add your own sentences about
something else that is happening at the river?
max and vikram sail a wooden boat jeff chucks bits of bun
in the river for the ducks yasmin sits on a rock and looks for
fish bill and bob see an eel ken the dog sits down in the mud
and gets in a mess.
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Full Stops and Capital Letters Answer Sheet
Read these sentences. Write each one yourself with a full stop
and capital letters in the right places.
1. Mark and Carl got wet in the rain.
2. The man gets up at six in the morning.
3. Jill has fair hair but Jack has dark hair.
4. Jim has six big coins.
5. I can hear an owl hoot at night.
6. Nan is sitting in the chair.
7. Bow down to the king and queen.
8. Gurdeep had a chat with his dad.

In the Woods
Read the sentences below. Can you spot the full stops and
capital letters that are in the wrong places? Write the sentences
our yourself with capital letters and full stops in the right
places.

1. Liv has a dog and a cat.
2. Ben the dog runs to the woods.
3. He is looking for rabbits but sees a fox.
4. The fox sees him and rushes off to its den.
5. Ben dashes after it but cannot see it.
6. He feels sad and runs back to his kennel.
7. Tim the cat has no food.
8. Tim looks in the bin.
9. The bin has a fish in it.
10.

Tim sits on the mat.

On the Farm
Read the sentences below. Think about when a sentence ends
and when a new one begins. Write the sentences out yourself,
adding in any full stops and capital letters that are needed.
I will soon visit my nan at her farm. Nell and her sister may
join me. She will let us feed the hens. She has goats as well
as hens. It is fun on the farm.
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Full Stops and Capital Letters Answer Sheet
At the River
Read the piece of writing below. Think about when a sentence
ends and when a new one begins. Write the sentences out
yourself, adding in any full stops and capital letters
that are needed. Can you add your own sentences about
something else that is happening at the river?
Max and Vikram sail a wooden boat. Jeff chucks bits of bun
in the river for the ducks. Yasmin sits on a rock and looks for
fish. Bill and Bob see an eel. Ken the dog sits down in the mud
and gets in a mess.
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